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You get to direct the Junior High OAP!! 
Directing the Middle school student can be a magical 
experience!
1. The Challenges/Joys of Junior High students
2. How/where to get started: The script
3. Show Design
4. The Production Notebook for the Company
5. Why you should apply for State Honor Crew
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The Challenges/Joys of Directing the JH Student
★ Maturity level 

○ Social (Squirrel wrangling)
○ Relationships
○ Picking Age Accessible Material

★ Sharing Students
★ Parents

○ Friend or Foe
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How to Get Started 

★ How to choose kids to build a show around
★ How to choose a script based on those kids.
★ Where to find scripts

○ UIL Approved List of Plays
○ SUGGESTED Reading list for MS/JH
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Don’t take a shot in the dark at a script-- Use data!
When you want to find a script, you don’t want to find the script first and 
hope the kids fit.  BUT?  How do you do that, anyway?

● Literally count the viable actors you have and be honest with yourself.
● Make a set of lists:

○ Count and list the males
○ Count and list the females
○ Count and list how many can be gender-neutral or identify as gender-neutral
○ Prioritize each list by “best or most promising” to “needs much improvement”

■ This will force you to identify your “alpha kids” more objectively
■ ALPHA KIDS ARE YOUR LIKELY LEADS
■ This should help narrow down scripts
■ Then, it is a matter of finding scripts that accommodate the numbers.
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So I know my numbers, but what now?
Making prioritized lists helps you to identify your leads and the numbers for 
the supporting cast.

● Merge your separate lists into one fully prioritized list to see if you 
are looking for a male-driven or female-driven or gender-neutral 
show

● The play companies will usually show either a basic breakdown of 
numbers of males to females, or you can see the cast lists 

● Start searching by eliminating shows with fewer cast members than 
what you want to use (up to 20)
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Great, but now what?
Remain open-minded!  Here’s why:

● You MUST read a WHOLE script and not someone’s edit of a script 
to know the fullness of the story 

● More than one script might speak to you
● Know (or get to know) your kids by having a multi-faceted audition 

process, and you’ll recognize “the one” much easier
○ Sometimes a kid gives you his/her/their all at auditions, and that’s as far as they 

will go
○ Talent on stage is important, but having a collaborative and cooperative nature is 

just as important in an actor.
○ Not all casts are good with all types of scripts
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Isn’t that a gamble?  
MAYBE, but the efficiency with which you eliminate scripts helps you to find 
the right ones easier AND it allows you to plug kids into roles that suit them 
best

● Play theatre games and give scenarios for imagination and improv
● Have students audition with short (30-second to 1-minute 

monologues you provide or they choose
○ Have them employ their own original blocking
○ Require them to memorize them (but give a wide berth to newbies)
○ Make sure they understand characterization and emotion is important
○ Have auditions in class or in front of an audience

● Flexibility and adaptability is more important than a cold reading or 
a one-off audition for finding directability and range
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Funny or Poignant/Character-Driven or Ensemble-Driven
BOTH!!!  If you can find a script that fits your kids AND has both humor and 
ends with a gut-punch or something meaningful (and the kids can perform it 
well), then you are halfway to success!  

● Don’t try to pigeon-hole your kids into what you HOPE they can do
● Just because you like humor doesn’t mean that’s right for your kids, 

or visa-versa with poignancy
● Some groups are better with specific types

○ If your lists felt “even” without real #1’s or #20’s, then an ensemble-driven show 
might be best

○ If your lists has a couple of alphas and then you had a number of really good after 
that, then character-driven might be best

○ If it’s “some of both,” then a mixed-type character/ensemble show might be best
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At the end of the day...
Having an audition that is process-oriented and not just a “cattle call” of cold 
readings will help you more than anything to pinpoint:

● Fearlessness
● Directability
● Capabilities

○ Comic Timing or Dramatic Emphasis
○ Movement
○ Collaboration
○ Good Instincts
○ Curiosity
○ Vocal Appeal
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Script Resources 
Use the resources you have available:

● UIL- Drama loan library
● Amazon “See Inside” feature
● Amazon used scripts
● Ask-a-friend (Presenters, fellow directors, etc)- Network
● UIL and TxETA FaceBook Groups and Pages
● Get to know the various publishers and their typical scripts
● Explore lesser-known resources like publishers abroad
● Your school librarian

Start building your own script library now.  It’ll help you in the future!

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/u/1/d/1Pilvs4AWQdnWd2_fgMALhe4565-zsvnqRe1Dav5WTHM/htmlview
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Suggested Play Reading List for JS/MS 
This list is a REFERENCE for directors to find scripts that are known 
to be “JH/MS school appropriate.” Meaning that the plays on this 
list are ones that the content and characters are more age 
appropriate  or accessible for this grade level.. It was created to 
help new or novice directors to find scripts and as a place to start.

Please note that this list has TWO sections. One for plays that are 
already approved for the UIL contest. The second section has plays 
that HAVE NOT been approved for the contest and would require 
submission through the UIL office for approval. They would also 
make great choices for a fall show.  

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/u/1/d/1Pilvs4AWQdnWd2_fgMALhe4565-zsvnqRe1Dav5WTHM/htmlview
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Design Considerations I Love a Good Box!

★ Junior High Students are smaller/Unit 
Sets are heavy

★ Budget
★ Storage
★ Boxes, Benches, and Ladders Oh My!
★ Projections
★ Envato Elements
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The Production Workbook 
This was a game changer for me!! It takes time to do if you don’t have a 
media specialist, librarian, or a print shop to do for you BUT it is worth it! 
Benefits:
★ Everything in one place
★ Majority of paperwork is included and prevents multiple stacks of 

papers and chasing of copies to almost none!
★ Color coding helps kids know what is important.
★ Notebook for Rehearsal Notes, Clinics, and Contests
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Table of  Contents
★ Blanket Permission Slip (on colored paper) 
★ Remind PDF
★ Production Calendar (two copies: 1 on colored 

paper)
★ Stage Directions/ Body Positions/Blocking 

Shorthand
★ Company List
★ Script (If permission to copy has been 

granted)
★ Characterization Worksheets
★ Tech cue sheets (lighting and music log)
★  Costume measurement form
★ Props checklist
★ 20-25 sheets of lined pages for notes
★ Label with student name on back cover
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Questions????
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Thank you!
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Free themes and templates for 
Google Slides or PowerPoint

NOT to be sold as is or modified! 
Read FAQ on slidesmania.com

Sharing is caring!

https://slidesmania.com/
https://slidesmania.com/questions-powerpoint-google-slides/can-i-use-these-templates/
https://www.facebook.com/SlidesManiaSM/
https://twitter.com/SlidesManiaSM/
https://www.pinterest.com/slidesmania/
https://www.instagram.com/slidesmania/

